RETICLE FC-DM
First Focal Plane

Exceptionally fast and precise
Daylight visible illumination

Applications:
Close Quarters Engagement | Hunting | General Shooting | Competition

Available in:
ATACR 1-8x24 F1

Red indicates illuminated portion of reticle.
Designed to meet the needs of today’s discriminating carbine shooter.

The first focal plane FC-DM reticle is optimized specifically for low power variable riflescope use. At low power, the daylight bright center dot and segmented circle are visible under the brightest of conditions, allowing for fast and accurate target acquisition.

The clean .5 and 1 Mil-radian (Mil) markings provide easy hold points for moving targets, wind and elevation hold-offs, or for reference markings. For more precise engagements and use at longer ranges, the additional features of the reticle provide fast and easy elevation and windage holds. The FC-DM incorporates reference dots spaced every 1 Mil down to 10 Mils, allowing for easy hold-offs and shot corrections.

Designed specifically for the ATACR 1-8x24 F1 riflescope, this reticle is perfectly suited for most any shooting application including close quarters, hunting, competition, and general shooting.

Available in the ATACR 1-8x24 F1 riflescope.

### Reticle Subtensions

- **A** .35 mil
- **B** 2 mil
- **C** 10 mil
- **D** 1 mil
- **E** 5 mil
- **F** 2 mil
- **G** .06 mil
- **H** 1 mil
- **I** .5 mil

Nightforce® ATACR™ 1-8x24 F1 riflescope.

- Available in all Nightforce® ATACR™ models.
- Allows rapid target acquisition in all environments.
- The 10 Mil-Radian grid allows for precise holds within the reticle.
- Daylight visible illuminated center aiming area.